Utnarm Fair Guide 2021
Welcome to Utnarm 2021!

Utnarm is so much more than just a career fair. Utnarm is for all SciTech students, regardless of year or program, to find inspiration, motivation and valuable contacts for the future. Visit Utnarm to find the strength to start a new course, or the courage to start planning your future. I know that the time after graduation and all the choices that comes with it can feel overwhelming and that it is not always easy to find the right path. That is why I hope to help you find a career path filled with opportunities.

We would like to give special thanks to this year’s exhibitors that made this fair possible. Thanks to the people involved at the Union for their support. Thanks to all the personnel and group coordinators for their time and energy that they put into planning this project with us. Last but not least thanks to the Utnarm committee 2021 for their hard work, the never ending energy and that I got to do this journey with them!

Welcome to this year’s Utnarm, we hope you enjoy our event weeks and virtual career fair!

Felix Kåhrström
Project Manager

Event Weeks and Fair Day

1/11 - Grand opening
- Goodie bags & Cake
- 12:00-13:00 Inspirational lecture with Sara Jonasson Ginters, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (sv)
- 12:00-16:00 Resume feedback with Sveriges Ingenjörer
- 14:00-16:00 Resume photoshoot, Mellanrummet (sv/eng)

2/11
- 17:30 Evening event with Xlent, Food voucher, Virtual event (eng)

3/11
- 12:15-13:00 Lunch lecture with SSAB, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (eng)
- 17:30 Evening event with UU teknat, Dinner, Classroom 90102, Streamed event (eng)

4/11
- 12.15-13.00 Lunch lecture with Randstad, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (eng)

5/11
- 12:15-13:00 Lunch lecture with ABB, Food voucher, Virtual event (eng)
- 17:00-00:00 Evening hackathon with Outyard, Dinner, Mässen (eng)

8/11
- 12:15-13:00 Lunch lecture with Vattenfall, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (eng)
- 17:30 Workshop with Drivhuset, Dinner, Classroom 90103 (eng)

9/11
- 9:15-10:00 Breakfast event with Vattenfall, Breakfast, Classroom 90103 (eng)
- 12:15-13:00 Inspirational lecture with Ulf Danielsson, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (sv)

10/11 - Research day
- 9:15-10:00 Breakfast with Researchers, Breakfast, Classroom 4004 (eng)
- 12:15-13:00 Panel discussions, Lunch, Siegbahn, Streamed event (eng)
- 17:30 Evening event with doctoral students: "Research Whisperers", Dinner, Classroom 4004 (eng)

11/11 - Fair day
- Student lounge throughout the day
- 9:00 Virtual fair opens
- 9:30 Opening speech
- 11:00 Panel discussion: Sustainability, streamed event (eng)
- 12:15 Webinar with Scania, streamed event (eng)
- 13:00 Panel discussion: Work culture, streamed event (eng)
- 16:00 Fair closes

Keep an eye out for the registration of the events at Facebook and utnarm.se
For up-to-date information, visit utnarm.se
Guide to the Virtual Fair

Sign up for the virtual fair at fair.utnarm.se using your student email and create a profile. Make sure to register for the fair at the event page after you’ve logged in. Fill out your profile with experience, skills, education, resume etc. From October 29th you will be able to browse the company stalls. For a more detailed tutorial, go to utnarm.se or scan the QR code.

Exhibitors

Psst! Did you know that you can see which companies are attending Utnarm beforehand? The company catalogue on our website can be filtered by job type, industry and location - all to make it easy for you to find the companies that you would like to visit during the fair. Just scan the QR code to get to the company catalogue.

Competition

There will be a competition during the fair and event weeks, where you will be able to win great prizes such as a: iPad 2021, JBL bluetooth speaker, Marshall bluetooth headphones, Instax polaroid camera and more!

You enter the grand competition by simply participating in different events connected to the fair and event weeks, the more you engage the higher the chances to win! Remember to sign up for the events using your student email!

For more info about the competition and how to collect points, visit utnarm.se
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To-do list

☐  **Create a profile** - Sign up for the fair at [fair.utnarm.se](http://fair.utnarm.se) and create a profile using your student email. Add a CV, skills and previous experiences. A good profile will make you more attractive to exhibitors.

☐  **Join events** - Sign up for the events taking place at campus during week 44 and 45. You will find them on Utarm’s Facebook and at Utarm.se.

☐  **Browse companies** - Find the companies you want to talk to during the fair. You can filter companies by industry and what they offer in our company catalogue at Utarm.se

☐  **Plan your fair visit** - Add webinars and breakout rooms to your day planner and register for scheduled meetings. Visit the company stalls from October 29th and prepare questions you want to ask the companies, preferably follow-up questions on things you have read. What is the work culture like? Do they offer summer jobs?

☐  **Visit the lounge** - Get our fika from delivery or visit the lounge at Polacksbackens exam hall. Don’t forget your computer and headphones as you can visit the virtual fair from the lounge!

☐  **Engage** - Ask the exhibitors to initiate video-/voice calls. Exhibitors can start video-/voice calls for a more personal and fun meeting, just ask the exhibitor!

☐  **Dress to impress** - Dress as you would during a physical career fair.

☐  **Attend the fair** - Make the most of the day and follow up your contacts and conversations after the fair.

---

**UTN**

Uppsala Union of Engineering and Science students, UTN, is the student union for students at the Faculty of Sciences and Technology, SciTech, at Uppsala University. As a student union UTN works on improving many areas related to your studies. The union works to safeguard and monitor the students of the SciTech faculty, interests in different matters concerning their education. During one year, four students works full-time with the maintaining of student-educational interests at the faculty, along with the representatives from each section, they help all SciTech-students. They help you with everything from deficient course administrators, poor work environments, information about exchange studies and to get a better job related to your program.

It is our members and students that makes UTN, all activities and all hard work is made by students for students, and it is what keeps us going forward. Besides working with student-educational interests UTN arranges lots of interesting events, for example this career fair Utarm!

It is our members who are UTN and it’s your opinions that move us forward, not only as a union, but together we can make sure we get a world leading education in one of Sweden’s finest and best universities!

Becoming a member is free and you simply go to: [utn.se/join](http://utn.se/join)

For more information go to [utn.se](http://utn.se) or come to the union house Uthgård!
Namn Namnsson
Fantasigatan 33
333 33 UPPSALA

Afs: Uppsala teknolog och naturvetarkår, Uthgård, 752 37 Uppsala